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Advanced gutter
protection
for every home.

Call us now and we'll help you customise 
the right solution for your home.

Ph 1800 612 908
bluemountainmesh.com.au

The benefits of
Blue Mountain Mesh 
gutter protection.

Ensure debris-free gutters

Low maintenance

Protect against pests

Avoid floods & water damage

Protect your home from 
ember attack

Improve water quality

Why choose
Blue Mountain Mesh?

There are many reasons to choose Blue Mountain Mesh.

Made to last, durable and conforming to rigorous industry 
standards, Blue Mountain Mesh is a clear market leader.

Our Australian-designed range has been proven to withstand 
Australia's harsh elements.  We have a custom designed gutter 
guard to suit every situation, and our proprietary fixing systems are 
easy to install, and second to none.

Steel for strength and durability

Tailored solutions to fit just about every roof

Australian designed and engineered

Designed to blend into every roof

Bushfire building regulations: Ember guard compliant

Expert customer support
We offer customer and installer support from 
ordering through to installation.  Simply call 
us and we will help configure a completely 
customised solution that is right for you and 
your home.  Contact our in-house experts to 
discuss:

+  The right solution for your site
+  The right solution for the surrounding 
     environment
+  Quantities and ordering
+  Installation advice

Practical information
Expert advice

The strength of steel will outlast and outperform other materials.  
It provides the surest defence against ember attack, hail storms 
and pest intrusion.

Importantly, it's also non-combustible and corrosion resistant, and 
the quality of our range is guaranteed via independant tests by 
Uniquest and CSIRO.

Blue Mountain Mesh is built to last.  Our tough, hot dipped 
galvanised steel is specifically built for strength and durability and 
comes with a 12 year guarantee.

Blue Mountain Mesh proudly design and build 
to meet industry standards.

Our 2mm Superfine steel ember guard is an 
industry benchmark - a combined ember and 
gutter guard specifically 
designed to meet the latest 
stringent bushfire building 
standards, and ensuring 
maximum fire protection.

EMBER GUARD 
COMPLIANT

AS3959 - 2009/2011
AUSTRALIAN STANDARD FOR 

CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS 
IN BUSHFIRE-PRONE AREAS

We recognise that the aesthetic of your 
home is very important.  That's why we offer 
Blue Mountain Mesh to fit all gutter profiles 
and suit just about every roof type.

All our products are custom-made and while 
they're designed to match the 
COLORBOND® colour range, our products 
are also available in virtually any colour you 
request so it looks like a seamless addition to 
your roof.

We have a dedicated design and 
engineering team focused on developing 
unique gutter mesh systems and fixings to 
improve strength, appearance and speed of 
installation.

Blue Mountain Mesh unique fixing systems 
have been designed to blend into almost 
every roof type seamlessly and attractively.

+   Not every tree is the same
+   Not every roof is the same
+   Not every environment is the same

That's why we offer a unique customised 
solution to meet your homes specific needs.

All Blue Mountain Mesh comes in a kit with 
all the components you need to install it on 
your roof.

A build up of unwanted leaves and other debris in 
your gutters can cause serious maintenance 
issues.  It can lead to an increased risk of flooding, 
as well as pest and vermin infestation.

Unprotected gutters require more frequent 
cleaning, which can be time consuming and 
potentially unsafe.  Blue Mountain Mesh gutter 
protection prevents debris and leaves from 
accumulating in the first place - significantly 
improving the overall safety and performance of 
your gutter system.

Unprotected gutters can provide a convenient 
entry point to your warm and inviting roof space, 
which then becomes a nesting site and food 
source for a host of common household pests 
such as birds, possums, rats, mice and snakes.

With Blue Mountain Mesh, your gutters are able to 
transport rainwater the way they're designed to, 
significantly reducing the risk of flooding in storms 
and heavy rain, as well as the likelihood of damage 
to your walls and ceilings if your home were to 
flood.

Ember attack is where sparks and embers landing 
on your home trigger a fire, well before and hours 
after a bushfire has passed.  As well as acting as a 
gutter guard, Blue Mountain Mesh 2mm Superfine 
steel mesh acts as an ember guard by preventing 
embers from entering the roof cavity.

If you have a rainwater harvesting system, installing 
a gutter guard is vital to ensure clean, usable water.  
By keeping gutters free from leaves and debris, you 
also minimise wastage and collect the greatest 
possible volume of rainwater.

Do it right the first time and 
enjoy the peace of mind that 
comes with leaf free gutters.
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Quality 
ISO 9001

Steel construction for 
strength and durability

Fixes neatly to every roof

Matches the COLORBOND® 
colour range

Attractive, low profile 
design

Tech Talk - Expert 
customer support line

12 Year Guarantee



Why does your home 
need gutter protection?

bluemountainmesh.com.au

Get the job done right 
the first time.

Different mesh apertures 
to suit your specific needs.

2mm Superfine Steel

4mm Super Steel

5.4mm Standard Steel

4mm Aluminium

+   Ideal for areas with small leaf trees (e.g. Jacaranda or Leopard 
      trees) and fine debris.

+   Ideal for use on properties that require ember guard protection
      (compliant to Australian Standards AS3959-2009/Amdt2011, 
      with proven compliance at all Bushfire Attack Levels).

+   Matches the COLORBOND® colour range.

+   Ideal for medium size leaves and debris (e.g. Gum trees with 
      associated gumnuts and leaves, and Chinese Elm).

+   The strength of the mesh also provides extra protection from hail 
      and pests.

+   Bushfire compliant to Australian Standards AS3959-2009, 
      compliant for non-combustibility.

+   Matches the COLORBOND® colour range.

+   Strong, long-lasting solution for keeping pests (e.g. birds, 
      possums, rats and snakes) and larger leaves and debris out of 
      gutters.

+   Bushfire compliant to Australian Standards AS3959-2009, 
      compliant for non-combustibility.

+   Matches the COLORBOND® colour range.

+   Designed to prevent leaves and debris from entering gutters and 
      downpipes.

+   Matches popular colours in the COLORBOND® colour range.  
      Some colours are colour matched mesh.

+   Bushfire compliant to Australian Standards AS3959-2009, 
      compliant for non-combustibility.

Steel

Aluminium

Matched to the colour of your roof

CLASSIC CREAMTM PAPERBARK®

Note:  Steel mesh is available in the full colour range above. 
#Aluminium mesh is not available in Sandbank, Evening Haze and Loft.   

* Some aluminium colours (Zincalume®, Dune®, Wilderness® and Bushland®) are colour 
matched - Blue Mountain Mesh provide componentry (saddles, trim and screws) in the specified 
COLORBOND® colour and the aluminium mesh in the closest compatible COLORBOND® 
colour.  Blue Mountain Mesh has chosen the closest match possible to provide a seamless 
addition to the roof and gutters.  For more information on colour matched aluminium mesh 
contact us on 1800 612 908 or vist www.bluemountainmesh.com.au.
 

Printed colours are representations only and may differ from actual colours.  
Trimdek®, Spandek®, COLORBOND® and all colour names used are registered trademarks and 
™ colour names are trademarks of BlueScope Steel Limited.  
Monoclad® and Longspan® are registed trademarks of Stramit Corporation Pty Limited.

Blue Mountain Mesh Steel gutter guard and componentry fits all 
gutter profiles and we can adapt it for just about all roof types.  
It's custom-made and available in a wide range of colours.  

Blue Mountain Mesh Aluminium gutter guard is available in 
popular COLORBOND® colours and to suit corrugated, tile and 
Trimdek®/Monoclad® roofs.

*

*

*

SANDBANK®

SHALE GREYTM

ZINCALUME®

MANGROVE®

WILDERNESS®

COTTAGE GREEN®

MANOR RED®

TERRAIN®

DEEP OCEAN®

MONUMENT®

SURFMIST®

DUNE®

WINDSPRAY®

PALE EUCALYPT®

JASPER®

HEADLAND®

LOFT®

IRONSTONE®

NIGHT SKY®

EVENING HAZE®

COVETM

BUSHLAND®

GULLYTM

WALLABY®

PALE TERRACOTTA®

BASALT®

WOODLAND GREY®

#

#

#

Proprietary Components
When you order Blue Mountain Mesh, you will be provided with all 
the components needed for your installation.

Steel components

Aluminium components

*

Metal screws

Corrugated saddle

Trimdek® saddle Metal Gutter Trim

Corrugated profiles Flashed Valley profiles

Bullnose profiles
Spandek® profiles

Longspan® profiles
Decramastic profiles

Metal screws Plastic screws Safety Clip Z Clip

Standard ClipTrimdek® saddle
Metal trim

Feel you're forever on a ladder cleaning your home's gutters?  
Concerned about how your home would fare in a bushfire?  Worried 
about the potential for pests and vermin to invade your roof and 
downpipes?

Without gutter protection in place, you could be putting your home 
and your safety at risk.  A trusted gutter protection solution can 
significantly reduce the amount of debris and leaf matter that 
enters and accumulates in your gutters.

This means you will be safer and your gutters will perform better and 
last longer.

Most importantly, you're also dramatically reducing the required 
maintenance and giving your home an added layer of protection 
against bushfires and storms.

Visit bluemountainmesh.com.au to 
find the right type of mesh for you.  
While you're there, use the online ordering 
tool for quick and easy ordering.

Designed to blend into 
just about every roof


